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Low-frequency noise was measured for RuO2-based thick film resistors at liquid helium
temperatures down to 0.36 K. The 1/f-type spectrum and squared voltage dependence of power
spectral density observed at low voltages attribute the noise as coming from equilibrium resistance
fluctuations. Measurements carried out at different temperatures show that the magnitude of noise
intensity(index) increases significantly as temperature goes down. Due to this fact, the resolution of
RuO2 thermometers increases above the instrument resolution. The quantity which describes a
sensor resolution is defined and calculated for RuO2 thick film sensor. Some remarks on
measurement strategy and sensor optimization are supplied. ©2005 American Institute of Physics.
[DOI: 10.1063/1.1834704]

I. INTRODUCTION

Ruthenium based thick film resistors(TFR) are widely
used in modern electronics. This is due to their nice proper-
ties, such as the wide range of sheet resistances, low voltage
nonlinearity, a great capacity to dissipate power, the long-
term stability, low noise, and very small temperature coeffi-
cient of resistance. Figure 1 presents, for example, a depen-
dence of resistanceR on temperatureT for one of TFR
fabricated in our laboratory. Indeed, very weakRsTd depen-
dence is observed in the room temperature range. On the
other hand, a very rapid increase of resistance is observed as
T→0. This makes sensitivityudR/dTu very large in the low-
est temperatures. Another well-known feature of these resis-
tors in low temperatures is very low magnetoresistance. For
both these reasons Ru-based TFR are often used as thermom-
eters in the liquid helium temperature range.

Recently a significant increase of low-frequency noise in
RuO2+glass TFR was observed as the temperature was low-
ered below a few kelvins.1 This fact rises the question of how
the increase of this noise restricts the resolution of such types
of thermometers. The motivation for the study whose results
are presented here was to resolve this question.

II. SAMPLE PREPARATION

The resistors used in the experiment were fabricated
from the laboratory-prepared resistive paste of known com-
position. This paste was a mixture of RuO2 powder of aver-
age grains’ size of 13.7–25 nm, glass frit, and organic sol-
vent. The glass consisted of 65% PbO, 10%B2O3,
25%SiO2 by weight. Pastes containing various volume
fractionsy of conducting componentsRuO2d were prepared,
but in this study only the resistors V12 made of paste with
y=0.12 were considered. They were screen-printed on alu-
mina substratess96%Al2O3d, and after printing, the resistors
were dried and fired in the flow tunnel furnace with suitable

temperature profile(850 °C peak temperature for 10 min).
Conducting pads made of gold pastes(Au) were printed and
fired before the final printing and firing of resistive paste.

For the measurements, resistors were prepared as four-
terminal specimens with two voltage contacts along one
its side (Fig. 2). The resistive film of the resistor was
about 12µm thick, 1 mm wide, and 6 mm long. The distance
between the voltage contacts was 2 mm. Such shape of the
specimens enables four-point resistance measurements to be
done and, what is more important, this shape makes it pos-
sible to identify the noise sources on the macroscopic level.
It may happen that noises originate not only from the bulk of
sensing materials but also from the contacts. Separate volt-
age and current electrodes enable the bulk and contact com-
ponents of the total noise to be distinguished.2–4

There are at least several reasons why we have used in
our experiments the resistors made in our laboratory, instead
of commercially available sensors. First and the most impor-
tant was already mentioned above. Commercial sensors,
even if they are supplied in a four-wire arrangement, usually
have current and voltage leads mounted on the same con-
ducting pad as it is shown in Fig. 2(b). With such a wiring
the noises generated in the bulk of resistive film and in the
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FIG. 1. Resistance vs temperature for a thick film resistor made from resis-
tive ink, which containy=0.12 of RuO2 by volume.
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pad-film contacts adds up and cannot be separated. Another
reason for making the sample the way we did, is that only in
this case we know exactly their composition. They contain
only RuO2 and glass, both with known volume fractions.
They do not contain any modifiers like, e.g., manganese,
which can strongly influence the properties of RuO2+glass
composites.5 This is important if one aims to identify the
microscopic sources of the noise.

Before we shall proceed further, let us compare basic
properties of our specimens with a sample low-temperature
sensor available at the market. We have chosen Lake Shore
sensor RX-202A, known for its good performance
characteristics6 (in fact, this sensor was used to monitor tem-
perature in our cryostat). In Fig. 3 we compare sensitivity
udR/dTu calculated for a pair of V12 samples(the reason why
we have measured resistance of a pair of samples is ex-
plained in the next section) with that of RX-202A. As one
can see, the sensitivity of samples V12 is almost an order of
magnitude larger than that of RX-202A over a wide tempera-
ture range. In Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) the relative changes of
apparent temperature versus magnetic field for RX-202A and
for our samples V12 are compared. Although the data in
Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) relate to different temperatures, it is clear
that magnetic field induced errors for the samples V12 are
smaller than that for the sensor RX-202A. The aim of this

comparison is not to show that the V12 specimens are better
than RX-202A because their nominal resistances differ by
more than an order of magnitude, but to prove that the speci-
mens we have used in our experiment fall into the same class
of devices which are currently in practical use in low-
temperature thermometry.

III. NOISE MEASUREMENTS

The measurements of low-frequency noise were per-
formed with modulation-demodulation technique of Ref. 7.
This technique enables to detect the noise at very low exci-
tation. It is important at the liquid helium temperatures, when
the self-heating of samples may occur. Figure 5 presents the

FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) Picture of a specimen used in the experiment.(b)
Four-wire arrangement of leads in commercial sensors.

FIG. 3. SensitivityudR/dTu vs temperature for a pair of our samples V12,
and for Lake Shore sensor RX-202A(standard curve available at Ref. 6).

FIG. 4. Magnetic field induced errors, for(a) Lake Shore sensor model
RX-202A and(b) samples V12, as a function of magnetic field at constant
temperatures.

FIG. 5. Setup for ac noise measurements.
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experimental circuit for this technique. Two V12 specimens,
each of approximately equal resistance>1/2R, were placed
in the bottom arms of the Wheatstone bridge. They were
biased through ballast metallic film resistors of resistance
>1/2RBsRB@Rd. At room temperature the total resistanceR
of the pair of samples was 17.2 kV. The bridge was balanced
and the signal taken from resistors’ side contacts at the
bridge diagonal was amplified. It was then demodulated in a
phase-sensitive detector, low-pass filtered, and Fourier trans-
formed to obtain power spectral density. A few words of
comment are to be said concerning the choice of the carrier
(excitation) frequency. It was chosen to make the products of
mixing carrier frequency and harmonics of line frequency
(50 Hz) as low as possible and to make their frequencies as
large as possible. Since the lowest amplitudes of the line
frequency harmonics were observed at 300 and 350 Hz, the
carrier frequency was set in the middle of this range. After
demodulation, the signal of 25 Hz appears which is the result
of mixing the carrier frequency of 325 Hz and the two har-
monics mentioned above. Below this frequency no disturb-
ing frequencies were observed in the output signal.

Power spectral densitiesSV were usually gathered in a
frequencyf range 0.0625–25 Hz for several(ac) voltagesV
biasing the sample. The background noise(for V=0) was
measured as well. The spectrumSV=0 was flat as it was the
sum of thermal and instrumental noise.SV=0 was then sub-
tracted fromSV to give power spectral density of excess
noiseSVex;SV−SV=0. The latter had 1/f shape so the prod-
uct fSVex averagedskld over the band 0.0625–3 Hz was used
to estimate(bias dependent) noise level. The data obtained in
this way were then arranged into logkfSVexl versus logV
plots. Successive steps of this procedure are illustrated in
Fig. 6.

It is well-known, that if resistance fluctuations are the
source of the noise, thenSVex,V2 dependence is expected. It
is really observed in our experiments at low voltages. Indeed,
the solid line in Fig. 6(c) has the slope of 2 and it is evident

that at low voltages the experimental points follow this line.
So, the relative noise intensity(noise index) defined as8

S; lim
V→0

kfSVexl/V2, s1d

is a voltage independent quantity. With this quantitySVex/V
2

can be written asSVex/V
2=S/ f. When samples are biased by

a constant current(our case) it follows directly from the Ohm
law that SVex/V

2=SR/R2, so in fact,S is a measure of low-
frequency resistance fluctuations. At larger voltagesSVex is
no longer linear withV2, the same is valid for the depen-
denceSR on R2. This may be due to either the self-heating of
the samples or some intrinsic nonlinear phenomenon. Leav-
ing this question aside for a while(Ref. 9), let us note that
for the low-temperature sensor application low-voltage re-
gion is crucial. For that reason we restrict our consideration
only to this domain, where the quantity defined in Eq.(1)
completely determines the device characteristics.

In Fig. 7 the relative noise intensityS defined in Eq.(1)
is plotted versus temperature. As it is seen in this figure
below 4 KS increases significantly with decreasing tempera-

FIG. 6. (Color online) (a) Power spectral densitiesSV of noise measured for a pair of V12 specimens atT=0.45 K for several ac voltages:V=1.3, 1.9, 2.5,
3.1, 4.3, 6.1, 9.1, 17.8 mVrms. Flat spectrum is the background noiseSV=0, measured with no bias. Dashed line has the slope −1 and shows “pure” 1/f noise.
(b) Products ofSVex=SV−SV=0 and frequencyf for the data from(a). (c) Data from(b) averaged over the band 0.0625–3 Hz vs voltageV biasing the samples.
The solid line has the slope of 2.

FIG. 7. Relative noise intensityS defined in Eq.(1) (left axis—dots) and
resistanceR (right axis—circles) vs temperatureT measured for the samples
V12. RsTd is that of Fig. 1 plotted in log-log coordinates.
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ture approaching the value of,10−10 at ,0.3 K. This figure
presents the main experimental results of the paper. Some
comments are required concerning the error bars appearing
in this figure. The uncertainties in the estimation of ambient
temperature come from the self-heating of the samples,
which takes place during the noise measurements. Figure 8
explains this effect in a more quantitative way. This is a plot
of voltageV across the sample versus voltageVbiasacross the
whole bridge(see Fig. 5). As the upper voltage leg, on which
V is measured, is in 2/3 part of the specimen V12, the resis-
tanceR can be calculated from the following relation:

V =
R

1.5R+ RB
Vbias. s2d

It is clear from Fig. 8, that the lines drawn through the points
on the graph corresponding to the lowest and the highest
values of bias have different slopes. So, two different values
of resistanceR can be calculated, which differ by some
amount. When put ontoRsTd characteristic(of Fig. 7) they
uniquely define the change of temperature that takes place
during noise measurements.

IV. RESOLUTION OF TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT

Temperature is not a directly measurable quantity, but
rather inferred from other measurements, which can be made
directly. Modern instruments like, e.g., the Lake Shore
Model 370 AC Resistance Bridge or Stanford Research Sys-
tems SIM921 AC Resistance Bridge use a four lead, ac mea-
surement technique and sinusoidal current excitation for
measuring the resistance. It takes advantage of the phase
sensitive detection which is used in the lock-in amplifiers.
The phase sensitive detector(PSD) is a very narrow band
pass filter. The output of the PSD is run through an analog
low pass filter to give an equivalent dc voltage. Once the dc
voltage is digitized, additional digital averaging can be cho-
sen to reduce bandwidth further and to improve the resolu-
tion. When the resistance is measured, it is then converted to
temperature for calibrated resistance thermometers. Conver-
sion is based on the temperature response curve data loaded
into the instrument’s memory.

The resolution«T;DT of temperature measurement is
limited by the measurement system resolution according to
the expression10

«T

T
=

«r

A
, s3d

whereA is the specific sensitivity, which for the resistance-
type sensors is defined asA;d ln R/d ln T and «r is the
measurement system relative resolution. The latter, for the
instruments reading-out the sensor’s resistance, is defined as
«r ;DR/R. Both Lake Shore and Stanford Research Systems
define DR as rms noise low-pass filtered witht=3 s time
constant measured on a room temperature resistor. Equation
(3) states that the temperature resolution is described once
the resolution of the measurement system is specified. The
use of ac excitation, phase sensitive detection, proper guard-
ing, and shielding make it now possible to achieve the in-
strument resolution of«0=10−6 at high enough excitation
currents. At low excitation, however,«r increases due to the
(irreducible) thermal noise of the resistor. For the instru-
ments operating at constant current mode we have

«r =
DR

R
=

DV

V
=

Vtn + Vin

V
=

Î4kTRDf

IR
+ «0, s4d

whereVtn,Vin are rms voltages of thermal and instrumental
noise, respectively,Df =s4td−1 is the noise bandwidth of the
output filter,k is Boltzmann constant. In Fig. 9 relative reso-
lution «r of Eq. (4) is plotted versus excitation current for
R=135 kV. Much more information is stored in Fig. 10,
where relative power spectral densitiesSR/R2 of resistance
fluctuations at the instrument output are plotted for several
excitation currents. The measurements were performed with
high-resolution Lake Shore Model 370 AC Resistance
Bridge for several excitation currents. This instrument en-
ables continuous recording of resistance with ten readings
per second rate. At the excitation currents as low asI
=3.16 nA or I =10 nA the spectra are flat up to the instru-
ment cutoff frequency ofs2ptmind−1. For the instrument used
in the experimenttmin=0.2 s. Such a shape of the spectra is
well understood, since under the constant-current measure-
ment conditions and at low-current limit we have

SR

R2 =
SVsfd
V2 >

4kTR

I2R2 =
4kT

RI2
. s5d

Integration of two most upper spectra in Fig. 10 over the
bandDf gives the square of the first term on the right-hand
side (rhs) of Eq. (4). With increasing current the component
of SR/R2 described by Eq.(5) gets smaller and so the spectra

FIG. 8. VoltageV across the sample vs voltageVbias biasing the bridge
circuit of Fig. 5. Data are obtained atT=0.45 K during noise measurements.

FIG. 9. Relative measurement resolution for the instrument operating with
the resistance-type sensor. Solid line is the plot of Eq.(4) with T
=300 K,R=135 kV ,t=3 s, and«0=10−6. Dashed lines are the plots of the
first and the second terms on the right-hand side of Eq.(4).
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in Fig. 10 successively reveal the shape of instrumental noise
power spectral density. The latter can be obtained at high
enough currentssI ù316 nAd at which the spectra in Fig. 10
become almost current independent. As one can see, the spe-
cific feature of the instrument used in our experiment is the
1/ f shape of its noise spectrum in thef →0 limit. The square
root of the instrument noise spectrum integrated over the
bandDf gives the value of«0 in Eq. (4).

Equations(4) and (5) and Figs. 9 and 10 describe the
relative resistance resolution well enough only in the case,
when the thermal noise is the dominating noise of the sensor.
When however, the resistance noise occurs and becomes
large enough, it also must be taken into account. In general,
for a sensor with noise indexSa new term appears in Eq.(5)
and it takes the form

SR

R2 =
4kT

RI2
+

S

f
. s6d

That Eq.(6) is correct, one can convince oneself looking at
Fig. 11, where the measurements performed on a high-noise-
level carbon resistor(WEGO) are presented. When constant
dc current ofIdc=1.6 µA was passed through this resistor,
the voltage fluctuations across it showed up pure 1/f excess
noise ofSVex/V

2>2.3310−10/ f down to the lowest measur-
able frequency of 40 mHz(the dependenceSVex/V

2 was veri-
fied). As it is shown in Fig. 11, in thef →0 limit the spec-
trum of SVex”V

2 overlaps with the spectra ofSR/R2, obtained
from the direct resistance measurements for several excita-
tion currents. The overlapping seen in Fig. 11 is not surpris-
ing, since as it was shown in the previous section, the phase
sensitive detection used in modernR-meters preserves resis-
tance noise at the output signal. At the high enough currents
and low enough frequencies, the second term in Eq.(6) be-
comes dominant, what is exactly the case seen in Fig. 11.

Taking the arguments above into account, we shall re-
write Eq. (4) in the following form:

«r =
Î4kTRDf

IR
+ «0 + «sens, s7d

where

«sens; SE
1/t

f` S

f
dfD1/2

= fS lnstf`dg1/2 > s2.33 Sd1/2 s8d

defines the excess noise resolution of a temperature sensor.
In the expression above,t is the time of observation andf` is
the upper cutoff frequency of the output filtersf`=Dfd. In
practice it is necessary to keept at least an order of magni-
tude larger than the filter time constant. So, assumingtf`

=10 seems to be a reasonable choice for the sensor charac-
terization purposes. For instance, for our V12 sensor we thus
have «Ru02=1.3310−5 at T=0.36 K. Sensitivities at other
temperatures are gathered in Table I.

V. DISCUSSION

It is important to note that the resolution«sensis current
independent[as S in Eq. (8) is the bias independent quan-
tity]. So, in general, it does not make sense to increase the
excitation expecting to achieve better resolution. It is clearly
seen in Fig. 11, where the quantitySR/R2 measured at sev-
eral excitation currents follows(more or less) the same line
as f →0. Increasing the current makes sense only until the
resolution connected with thermal noise is suppressed below
the resolution connected with the resistance noise. We then
may write down the following condition:

Î4kTf`
I2R

ø «sens, s9d

from which the optimum current for making the measure-
ments can be easily calculated. It also stems from Eq.(9),
that the same effect can be achieved by decreasing the band-
width f` of the output filter. Nevertheless all these efforts
cannot make the overall resolution lower than the limit de-

FIG. 10. (Color online) Relative power spectral densities of resistance fluc-
tuations measured for wire-wound resistor of resistanceR=135 kV at room
temperature. Successive spectra from up to down are for the increasing
excitation currentsI =3.16, 10, 31.6, 100, 316 nA, 1, 3.16µA. Dashed hori-
zontal lines show the thermal noise limits of Eq.(5) (plots are forI =3.16,
10, 31.6 nA only). Dotted line is the function graph ofSR/R2>4.1
310−12/ f.

FIG. 11. (Color online) Relative power spectral densities of resistance fluc-
tuations SR/R2 (solid lines) and voltage fluctuationsSVex/V

2 (circles) mea-
sured on carbon WEGO resistor of resistanceR=135 kV at room tempera-
ture. SR/R2 spectra were measured with ac resistance bridge for various
excitation currents:I =31.6, 100, 316 nA and 1, 3.16µA. SVex/V

2 spec-
trum was measured with dc current ofIdc=1.6µA. Dotted line is the same as
in Fig. 10 and shows the instrument internal noise inf →0 limit.
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termined by Eq.(8). So we conclude that low-frequency re-
sistance noise becomes a factor, which limits strongly the
resolution of RuO2-based thermometers at liquid helium
temperatures. As it is a sensor-dependent phenomenon, we
have found it proper to relate a new parameter«senswith a
sensor rather than to aR-reading instrument. The overall
resolution of a sensor + instrument setup is given by Eq.(7).
In a more general case, when more noise sources are in-
volved, «r should be estimated as direct sum of all-source
resolutions in the worst-case(conservative) approach, or as
the summed up squared components resolutions in(less con-
servative) most probable approach.10

At the end let us note that our experiments show that the
increase of low-frequency noise of RuO2-based temperature
sensors which occurs at liquid helium temperatures results

from equilibrium fluctuations of the sensor’s resistance. As
discussed above such noise can strongly influence the reso-
lution of temperature measurements. On the other hand, once
the type of noise is recognized, the knowledge about it can
be used to optimize the sensor’s performance. For example,
when thinking about sensor dimensions, the well-known fea-
ture of resistance noise:SR/R2,svolumed−1 should be taken
into account.
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